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It is self-evident that taxation is of great significance to the national economy 
and people's livelihood. By examining the specific provisions on taxation in some 
countries’ constitutional text, this thesis first studies the differences and similarities of 
the regulations on taxation in countries belonging to the two law systems, namely 
Anglo-American Legal System and Continental Legal System. Then the Two Law 
Systems’ different modes of constitutionalism of taxation are induced. In chapter two, 
this thesis focuses on historical retrospect of the constitutional history of early 
constitutional nations such as the UK, France and the USA. Having unscrambled 
these nations’ constitutionalism, this thesis gives the conclusion that taxation was 
always an important driving force to the establishment of constitutionalism in the 
course of becoming constitutional nations. Chapter three first studies the origin of 
constitutionalism from the perspective of taxation. By reviewing the property rights 
from historical perspective, the differences of individualism and collectivism from 
China and the western prospective, and the trigger mechanism of the taxation-driven 
constitutionalism, this thesis then analyzes how these nations’ constitutionalism 
developed step by step. In the last part of this thesis, focus is shifted to the domestic. 
After giving a comparative study on the feasibility of implementing the taxation as a 
part of the constitution, the thesis concludes that the construction of public fiscal 
system is an inevitable choice. At last, personal views on our country’s 
constitutionalism of taxation are put forward. 
    The innovative point of this thesis is that it begins with the decipherment of 
constitutional text, explores the history, inner social roots and economic reasons of 
constitutionalism of taxation, and comes to the conclusion that the constitutional 
experience of early constitutional states was promoted by taxation. Based on the 
real-life situation, this thesis analyzes China’s present rule of laws in taxation, 















and at last proposes some relevant suggestions. For instance, the Constitution of 
People’s Republic of China only stipulates the clause that all citizens have the liability 
to pay tax. However, in this thesis, the author also points out that we should learn and 
adopt western countries’ successful experience in making constitution and stipulate 
clearly the principle of statutory taxation. As to the current chaos in our tax law 
system, this thesis considers it necessary to clearly stipulate the taxing power of the 
executive body and all the taxing elements in the constitution.  
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